Family Photo Safari

Ready, set, go! Look for these cool objects in each of these three places, snap a photo and share it on social media using the corresponding hashtags.

**Worcester Art Museum (#WAMSCD)**

- Knight's helmet
- Armor worn by a dog
- Sword
- Mosaic
- A dog or cat depicted in a work of art
- Something that lives in the sea
- Stained glass window
- Something made of gold
- Something metallic and round
- Dragon

**Worcester Polytechnical Institute (#WPISCD)**

- Clock Tower
- Water Fountain
- Earle Bridge
- Building made of glass
- Gompei the goat sculpture 1
- Gompei the goat sculpture 2

**Institute Park (#PARKSCD)**

- New Boardwalk
- Gazebo
- Concert Shell
- Birds (swans/ducks)
- Columns
- A cool insect
- Heritage Beech Trees (hint, there's a sign)
- Interesting leaf
- Something that lives in the water